The record is 2,149 pints donated to bring the grand total to 1999 pints, one short of the official goal. "This is something we have wanted to see done for many years," said Larry Rather, director of the American Council on Education. He is past president of the Council and is currently assistant dean of education at the University of Illinois.

The new dean of students is chairman of the Council and a faculty representative at the Big Ten. He is also a member of the Board of Directors of the American Institute of Higher Education.

The first person to donate a pint of blood tomorrow will be announced today. The Army ROTC is still competing and raising in-state tuition next fall, and the new regulation will be effective today and will remain in effect until the end of the academic year.

Hannah Appoints Smith

New Dean of Students

Fuzak Appointed

Dean of Students

Dean John A. Fuzak, professor and assistant dean of education, was appointed as dean of students Thursday by the Board of Trustees.

Fuzak succeeds Dean Tom King, who is retiring after 20 years of service. The new dean of students is chairman of the Academic Council and a faculty member in the Big Ten. He is also a member of the Board of Directors of the American Institute of Higher Education.

In 1989 and 1993, Fuzak received the distinguished teacher award in the College of Education. His past experience includes service on the American Council on Education.

The appointment is effective immediately.
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Sunday September 3, 1961

**Too Many Outside Activities**

Harm Learning, Perspective

SEU has over 200 organizations duly registered, and these activities exist in be-{}

The majority of students are members of two extracurricular activities in the par-{}

Unfortunately, most students seem to be two extremes in participating in these ac-

We have repeatedly stated, and we do so here in the spirit of participa-

The university than the first group since age. It is physically impossible.

Students in bids to be bigger, better, more active.

They join organizations, not because the/{}

As a layman, I conceive that in the area of education and social politics, I feel that the/{}

It is impossible to serve in every field. 'I am appalled by the fact that many sincere/{}

Having already made his contribution, the University cannot expect much to the great-{}

These groups exercise a strong pull on stu-

These groups exercise a strong pull on stu-

students. They join organizations, not because the/{}

THOMAS C. WALS1L
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East Lansing, Michigan

**EDITORIAL**

Friday, April 28, 1961

**Letters to the Editor**

**On Cubans, Cowpaths, Koch**

Put Up Fences

To the Editor:

It appears that the aesthetic value of a high wall, water tower, and a fence is no better than a high standard, or a fence is no better than a high standard, or a fence is no better than a high standard, or a fence.

Jackson, Mich.

S. F. T. Ml

**Sacrifice Truth?**

To the Editor:

The discussion regarding American foreign policy seems to be centered around the following question:

If pursuit of truth is the goal, then why should we even establish good policies if we cannot pursue truth?

Jackson, Mich.

J. E. Judd

**Cuban Policy**

To the Editor:

The U.S. government has been accused of racism and imperialism by Cubans and others around the world. It is the duty of the U.S. government to protect the Cuban people from the injustices of the Cuban government.

Texas

Charles Korman

**Why Letter?**

To the Editor:

It is extremely significant that President Kennedy be able to write his letter from Moscow because it makes clear that the U.S. government is committed to protecting the Cuban people from the injustices of the Cuban government.

Texas

James Watts

**Keep It Up**

To the Editor:

I would like to see the government continue to support the Cuban people and to continue supporting their struggle for freedom.

Jackson, Mich.

Bryan Harris

**High Tuition Heresy**

Low Tuition Part Of American Way

The following statement was published in No.

November 20th issues of "College and University".

It is unrefuted that so much of the knowledge and training which make for suc-{}

cess and the capacity for personal, as though one could do without it, is the only way to change the price of a larger share. Fundamentally, this is a phil-

osophical rather than an educational problem.

Public colleges and universities came into existence as a part of the American way of life and were created to exist in the education of our young people, to continue the process of training them in their needs.

The American people regard those who are not interested in teaching subject-matter as the hands that make the world go around and control and develop.

The National Education Act has been passed to guarantee the right of all students to an education to which they are entitled. In the words of the Act, "The primary purpose of our educational system is to provide a sound education for all students who are capable of benefiting from it." The Act emphasizes the importance of public education and the need for a strong, well-prepared teacher corps.

The problem of high tuition is complex and multifaceted. It is not simply the result of rising costs or a desire for profit. It is the result of many factors, including the need for adequate funding, the demands of a rapidly changing society, and the pressures of competition among schools.

But the solution lies not in cutting costs or lowering standards, but in finding ways to make higher education more accessible to all Americans.

As a member of the American Association of University Professors, I am committed to the idea that education is a public good and should be provided for all who seek it, regardless of their financial circumstances.

I am appealing to all members of the AAUP to join me in this effort to ensure that higher education remains a vital component of our national heritage and that all Americans have the opportunity to benefit from it.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

President of the AAUP

**Notes and Comments**

[The letters to the Editor are responses to various issues raised in the preceding paragraphs, including concerns about the cost of education, the role of the government in education, and the importance of education for all.]
'Life Begins Now'

Hannah Speaks

At AUSG Seminar

Hannah, a blind student at Michigan State University, spoke on the importance of her role as a student, and the challenges she faces. She highlighted the need for understanding and support, and emphasized the importance of independence and self-advocacy.

AUSG Small Loans Due

At AUSG small loans were due on Thursday. The deadline for the loans is Friday, April 28. Loan applications are available in the AUSG office.

CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS


Phone ED 2-1511

FOR SALE

1959 CHEVROLET. Bright Orange, Automatic. Good condition. $295. Call TV 7-2530 after 9. 37

1965 TRIUMPH, yellow, good condition. $225. Call ED 7-2634. 38

1985 CHEVROLET. One year use. In excellent shape, new tires. $500. Tentative price. Call IV 3-0746. 39

KENMORE PORTABLE Washing machine with hand ringer. $825. Call ED 2-4915. 33

MEN'S BICYCLE. 3 months old, 3 speed. Call ED 2-4915. 33

LEARN TO FLY. Spring is here, and the law permits flying season. Learn to fly for a low price of $30. Call Sheran Aviation, North Abbot Road. 22

COLORFUL, GAY COORDINATES FOR THE LITTLE MISS WHO WANTS TO LOOK AND KEEP UP WITH SPRING FASHIONS. MIX 'N MATCH, WEAR FOR PLAY-DAY OR DRESS-UP TIME. ALL IN EASY CARE FABRICS THAT WASH IN A WASH. EACH PAIR SOLD AND EMBRACE THEM FOR YOUR YOUNG. 7-95

FOR RENT

389 West Shaw. 3-room apartment with large 4 piece ceramic bath plus half bath. Full basement, gas heat, attached garage, walking distance to M.S.U. $316.50. Call ED 3-0777. 33

STUDENT APARTMENTS

302 Room in a 3-story house. Rent $325. Utilities included. Inclusive of cable TV. Call after 6. IV 2-3454. 22

2-3, 4 and 5 bedroom apartments. Close to MSU, $400 to $550. Owners leaving country. Call Adama, ED 7-1987. 22

FOR REPAIR

BASKETBALL ROOMS wanted. Good basketballs in excellent condition. Call ED 2-6641. 36

FOR RENT WITH ALL ACCESSORIES, 3 BEDROOM RANCH, VERY LARGE. 19400 E. Crop top in bright orange. Organ and pleated skirt in bright orange. Sizes 7 to 14 — $4.18

E. Crop top in bright orange. Organ and pleated skirt in bright orange. Sizes 7 to 14 — $4.18

BASKETBALL ROOMS wanted. Good basketballs in excellent condition. Call ED 2-6641. 36

FOR RENT WITH ALL ACCESSORIES, 3 BEDROOM RANCH, VERY LARGE. 19400

Free and Easy Coordinates

For the little girl's wardrobe

298 to 795

Colorful, gay coordinates for the little miss who wants to look and keep up with spring fashions. Mix 'n match, wear for play-day or dress-up time. All in easy care fabrics that wash in a wash. Each pair sold and embraces them for your young.

A. Arden trim. Crepe cap top in white with print applique. Subline sizes 8 to 14 $2.50

B. Tan pleated skirt in Arden. Print and solid combinations in green/white, subline sizes, 4-14 $2.50

C. White Arden Junior in print with applique. Subline sizes 4 to 11 $2.50

D. Checked Cotton shirt in bright orange. Sizes 7 to 14 $2.50

E. Crop top in bright orange. Organ and pleated skirt in bright orange. Sizes 7 to 14 5:15

F. Chiffon maxi with organ and pleated skirt in bright orange. Sizes 7 to 14 $2.50

G. Checked cotton blouse in bright orange. Sizes 7 to 14 $2.50

* Registered Trademark

DOWNTOWN LANSING...OPEN TODAY FROM 9:30 A.M. TO 9 P.M. ...PHONE IV 94651

EAST LANSING...OPEN TODAY FROM 9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M. ...PHONE ED 2-5006
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U of M President Makes Plea for More Funds

SAM MARTINO
State News Staff Writer

Mary A. Hatcher, University of Michigan basketball coach, stepped to the House Ways and Means Committee on Thursday in an effort to pay some funds from the state to operate the university.

"And as far as that all goes, the one thing I have not been able to do is apologize," Hatcher said.

"We're under pressure to increase the dollars and cents of the university, but we have to hold the line on the present enrollment," Hatcher said.

"We need more money for science and technology in order to increase the dollars involved," Hatcher said.

THE budget doesn't recognize the growth of institutions," Hatcher said. "If we don't get an increase, we'll lose one of the most important creative assets that is available to us," Hatcher said.

Chance are slim that the House committee will increase the amount settled by the Senate in the next two weeks.

Socialists to Have May 1 Festivities

The Young Socialists Club will present a May Day Celebration Monday, May 1, from 7 to 8 p.m. on the steps of the L.S. building.

Marilyn Brown
Walvic, New Jersey, Sr.

Alpha Gamma Delta

The fourth floor, however, will feature Martin Walvic's writing time separate. The sleeveless jacket and the matching skirt are made from 100 per cent Irish linen. The outfit is available in vibrant colors, perfect for all party occasions. Choose a versatile outfit like this from the Scotch House to dress up your spring wardrobe.

EXCLUSIVELY YOURS AT THE
Scotch House

LAWAAY

CHARGE

Salem refreshes your taste — "air-softens" every puff

H. Jason Thomas
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Laos Troops Battered

(Continued from Page 1)

IN NEW YORK, Cana­dians, Poles and Indians serving on the International commission to make sure the 1985 New York City elections were fair are_losses met on their first
meeting Monday night at of­fering.

The Canadians claimed the commission's primary task is an administrative one and de­clared that the matter of the "Fibs" will not be considered. India and Pakistan, which have always been involved in the dispute, were present, but had no declarations.

Yesterday, President Pol­land, Poland, re­minded delegates that this was not a "political" meeting but a "technical" one and that the "Fibs" will not be part of it.

Hannah Picks Smith Poet

(Continued from Page 1)

His latest book, "The
Quartet on a Shaker
Yarn," is a collection of
work written in English and
French, and translated in a
number of other lan­guages.

Smith, who was born in New York in 1919, a member of the "Quartet on a Shaker Yarn" writing group, is one of the few American writers who have been able to make a living selling their work in France.

"I hope to bring a number of
work written in English and
French, and translated in a
number of other lan­guages.

Smith said that he be­lieves a poetry reading may
next year. He said: "The
technical commission should
the recent reading by Galway
and through gifts and grants
registered by the College of Agri­
culture. It also functions with
the College of Home Econ­
mology, College of Arts and
tics and the College of Vet­

ational, Economics, and
Yale University, has been
ceived.
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12 Thinclds Journey To Drake Relays

Dittrich Uses Meet To Get Set For Notre Dame

By JERRY ROBERTS
State News Staff Writer

With a spread of 12 duals, Michigan State is expected to be in the mix at the Drake Relays this weekend. It is expected that the Spartans will be in the mix at the Drake Relays.

The meet will be split over two days, with the first day being Friday and the second day being Saturday. The meet is a great opportunity for the Spartans to get ready for the upcoming season.

With the dual meets this weekend, the Spartans will have the opportunity to get in some real dual-meet action.

Vauling Problem

DES MOINES, Iowa — Drake Relays officials are making sure that the three dual-meet officials competing here will have some special opportunity to provide a dual-meet atmosphere.

Relays director Bob Kremer said yesterday he hopes to start the vaulting at 12:15 instead of the usual 1:15 as an attempt to keep the dual-meet crowd interested in the vaulting.

Other events will be start at the usual 12:30, but Kremer said he believes that the vaulting will be the highlight of the meet.

As for the vaulters, they can expect a good crowd. Many of the schools sending teams to Drake Relays will put their strong vaulters in the dual-meet action.

Oreogn Team Seeks Several Drake Records

DEN MUns, Iowa — Oregon State, which has two talented athletes in its distance track program, is being看好 for several Drake records this weekend.

The Beavers have runners capable of lowering the Drake State meet record in the mile, 4:20.2 and 3:57.2 by 50.

Abrahm has covered the distance in 4:21.3 and Cooper in 3:57.3. The mile relay record also is expected to be broken. Budding Dyx, Ohio State and Oregon State are in line to better the Oregon State record of 3:11.4 in last week's Kalamazoo meet.

Netters Seek Seventh Win

Michigan State's tennis team gets a six-match winning streak on the line early next week in the Drake Relays.

The Spartans play Wayne State on May 4, Northwestern on May 5 and then Monday they move to Ohio State.

Several Drake Records

The Spartans have their sights set on several Drake Records. The mile relay record also is expected to be broken. Budding Dyx, Ohio State and Oregon State are in line to better the Oregon State record of 3:11.4 in last week's Kalamazoo meet.

Golfers Risk

Actively competing is among 12 Spartans participating in the Relays.

At HAMBURGER HEAVEN

You expect variety... and you get it!

Clippet Street — Across From Flander

PULLOVER TRADITIONSALS

those are the pulllover sport shirts men of fashion enjoy for complete summer comfort and freedom in cotton...short sleeve cotton shirts with that handsome traditional button-down collar, three-button front placket styling they prefer.

Left: Textured solid color oatmeal doth shirt in hemlock green, blue, putty, bronze, gold or clay. Sizes S,M,L,XL. 5.98

Right: Batik print in assorted patterns. Sizes S,M,L,XL 5.98

Men's

219 Abbott Rd. — East Lansing

DUAL FILTER TAREYTON

Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a unique inner filter of Activated Charcoal. Naturally formed to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with a pure white outer filter—to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.

Tareyton delivers—and you enjoy—the best taste of the last tabacco.

DUAL FILTER TAREYTON

Here is a complete Beginners Golf Outfit!

Including...

- 3 Golf Shoes, Darlington type — only $9.95
- 2 Woods 
- 2 Putters
- 1-3 Woods
- 1 Putter
- 2 Compartment Bag
- 16 oz. Care Kit
- Snapper — $19.95
- Clubs — $74.00 Value

Now only $30.00* in a complete Beginners Golf Outfit.

Tareyton delivers the flavor...

DUAL FILTER TAREYTON

DUAL FILTER TAREYTON

Tareyton delivers the flavor...

DUAL FILTER TAREYTON

DIAMOND

Now only $30.00* in a complete Beginners Golf Outfit.

Here is a complete Beginners Golf Outfit!
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- 3 Golf Shoes, Darlington type — only $9.95
- 2 Woods
- 2 Putters
- 1-3 Woods
- 1 Putter
- 2 Compartment Bag
- 16 oz. Care Kit
- Snapper — $19.95
- Clubs — $74.00 Value

Now only $30.00* in a complete Beginners Golf Outfit.
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- 2 Putters
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- 1 Putter
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Hectic Pace for College Brides

By CATHIE MAHONEY
Women's Editor, The State

Brides are the beautiful, young women whose presence makes campus life colorful and exciting. Many of them are married while still in college and their social life is a reflection of their mature personalities.

Engagements
Malcolm R. Bemis
Irene Annex, Dearborn

Campus marriages are increasing yearly. At the present time there are over 400 engaged students here at Michigan State University.

Red Cedar School
Student Recruitment Due
To MSU Term Enrollment

By CHRISS GALANT
State News Women's Writer

The faculty and students of the Red Cedar School for the Blind have been busy preparing for the upcoming school year. They have been working hard to ensure that all the students will have a great year.

Blood Drive
Ends at 2 p.m.

The Red Cedar School for the Blind will hold a blood drive on Friday, April 28th. The drive will run from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. and all students, faculty, and staff are encouraged to participate.

Peace Corps Blanks

Consistent with Peace
Corps' emphasis on the education of young people, these blanks are provided for the Peace Corps volunteers to use in their efforts to help improve the educational opportunities for children in developing countries.

Parties

Parties

For more information on the upcoming parties, please contact the Office of Student Life.

THE SOCIAL SCENE
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Have a ball in Europe this Summer
(get and college credits, too)

Imagine the fun you can have on a summer vacation in Europe. This season includes everything from the excitement of a summer camp to the beautiful landscapes of the Far East. Whether you want to explore the cultural heritage of Europe or experience the adventure of a lifetime, there's something for everyone.

The Social Scene
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Air-France Jet

Enjoy your flight like a

Have a ball in Europe this Summer
(get and college credits, too)